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South Africa 1986

Michael Scott
Plates 86-87

Cape
The Cedarberg range is three to four hours' drive from Cape Town, and is
formed of wind and water-eroded sandstone layers bordering the Namaqualand
and Karoo deserts. Consequently, the searing heat and icy frozen nights have
chiselled a climber's paradise combination of weird gargoyle shapes and mirror
smooth rock-walls. The Tafelberg is a splendid-looking steep rock-fortress, but
recent climbing interest has all perversely centred on the flanks of the descent
gully, where a cluster of crag-like routes of Australian grade 25 has been opened
by De Klerk and others. The massive 300m cliffs on the N side, which bake in
the sun all day long, remain untouched. On the front (the classic climbing area)
routes have been done in the G-H category by the Brunke brothers, Mallory,
Curson, Forsyth and De Klerk-most of them clustered opposite the Spout
cave.

The Klein Winterhoek Peak is a l800m spire surrounded by historic and
beautiful wine and fruit farms, and lying on an earthquake fault rather like a
junior San Andreas. Half the peak fell away in prehistoric times, leaving an
awesome amphitheatre, where a major new route right of Oceans of Fear has
been opened solo by Andrew de Klerk. The seven-hour approach had to be
negotiated carrying nearly 45kg of gear. The route-Wall of Silence- took
nine days, of which six were continuously on the wall, with no pitches being
fIxed. One of the fIve nights was spent in a hanging bivouac. The superb line
goes straight through the overhangs up the middle of the wall for 420m, and
requires G3/A4 climbing with intricate nailing, an unusually large amount of
hooking (only two hook moves on drilled holes) and a total of fIve bolts. The
artifIcial climbing is probably the most severe in the country at present.

Milner Peak in the Hex River range is also an impressive giant, with soaring
multicolour sandstone walls guarded by some of the most ferociously bushy
kloof approaches. Consequently, only two routes have been opened on it in 40
years. Clive Louw and Paul SetterfIeld made the second ascent of the Graaf
landlScott route, freeing the aid moves on a protectionless G crux pitch. To the
right of this route, various hard men re-tried the hanging bowl-an overhang
of rotten rock some 300m high, with limited success. It is a totally insane
proposition!

Paarl Rocks. These granite domes 50km from Cape Town are a tourist
attraction, with a safety chain and carved steps up the Britannia rock, giving
some excellent views of climbers sweating and shaking up the crumbling
horrors adjacent. De Klerk has opened an immacul!1te line up a thin fInger
crack, splitting a white wall which overhangs at the bottom. It is a 36m one
pitch route of wild climbing, graded 28 Australian or Il here (American 5.12
cid), and it took him a year of practising involving more than 100 falls,
including eight on the opening ascent. Two bolts protect the crux, while a third
was placed near the top of the pitch to lessen the long fall potential. This is now
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the hardest route in South Africa. No other leaders have been prepared to try it
yet.

Elsies Peak - Cape Peninsula. This cliff, set back lkm from the crashing surf
of False Bay, boasts large overhangs and dark brown smooth hard sandstone,
which gets as slippery as grease from the sea-salt blasted on to the face by
prevailing winds. The best time to climb is after heavy rains have washed the
salt off, otherwise even copious use of chalk hardly improves matters. Here
Winds of Change (HI), a controversially renamed free ascent of an old aid
route, was led by ~runke, De Klerk, ScWotfeldt and Behne. Leslie-Smith
upgraded Turn of the Tide from HI to HI +, and harder for shorties! Dream
Street Rose had its second ascent by De Klerk, with only one fall. This route
overhangs 20m in 36m and breaks through a series of monster roofs. A bolt
protects the crux, and here De Klerk took over 70 falls in 30-40 attempts of
desperately pumping thin sequential moves graded at Australian 27, USA
S.12b/c, RSA I. After his easy second ascent, De Klerk then soloed Dream of
Stevie Nix (Australian 23).

Montagu Lost World Crag. Climbing opinion is vociferous and divided on
whether these walls, tucked away in the I:::angeberg range near the hot springs,
are magnificent or rubbish. Whatever the opinion, there is agreement that they
require hard, bold leading. De Klerk opened Technicolour Darkness (Austra
lian 26) with four falls and a long-necked lead out at the top. Further down the
range, Andre Schoon and Mike Scott opened a Cenotaph-Corner-type open
book climb of two rope-lengths on the curiously wrinkled peak with the hole in
the summit ridge, fittingly calling the route Encyclopaedia (F3).

Table Mountain. Still the favourite training ground, this historic massif
understandably gets the most intense attention on the crags close to the Cable
Station. Hazards of debris thrown by tourists are more than compensated by
the excellent quality rock and the sheer cliffs. The schoolboy phenomenon
continues, with Jeremy Colenso and Bobby Woods leading all the major G and
H routes from the Ledge. Ascents of Africa Amphitheatre (G2) were made by
Lomax, Forsyth, Louw, Setterfield and others. Louw unexpectedly removed
the one fixed peg in the pitch and was held by the other. That peg is now also
apparently missing, and the next lead is unlikely to be done 'free'. Purists have
often argued anyway whether a lead is truly free if you don't have to place your
own protections. Oddshouters Outing at G2 is extremely popular, being
climbed by Lomax, Fisher, Behne and others. Brunke led Cool Cat (H2) with
four falls, while De Klerk soloed it. Both of them soloed Roulette (G2), which
has seen many falls by other climbers this year. Boulder Highway and Eternity
Road (both H2) were tried by lots of one-pitch specialists, while the marathon
men Guy Robbins and Jonathan Gordon made the second ascent of the
Hartley/Lomax artificial epic, Cuckoo's Nest. They took two days, fixing ropes
from the halfway ledge to sleep in comfort and lugged their Stereo Music
Centre all the way up for company.

Natal
Monteseel remains a pleasant accessible crag near Durban. In the heart of
traditional Zulu territory the hot and humid conditions are enervating. During
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a visit there, De Klerk opened an almost protectionless H3, and also did solo
ascents of most of the routes harder than G2. Schlotfeld led Grannies souped up
Wheelchair (HI) with four falls, followed by an unfit Pete Douglas taking
heavy strain. Smith, Brunke, Bradshaw, Curson and Mallory made ascents of
most of the H routes, the leaders taking probably an average of four falls per
route, the exception being Brunke who cruised through the infamous White
Rider.

Harrismith Mountain. In AJ90, 1985, I repeated a remark, attributed to John
Moss, that Harrismith was a pile of junk. John apparently never reviled the
area, which is in a somewhat remote backwater and only visited occasionally.
Judgement can probably be based on two routes opened this year: Leslie-Smith
and Schlotfeld's very clean G3 jammer route, Rough Diamonds, and Middle
man and Jones's Butter Grooves, which required moving 'mountains' of loose
rock!

Transvaal
Magaliesberg. This range of low ridges intersected by deep kloofs provides a
haven of climbing and swimming/wading for the nature lovers driven from the
industrial smogs of Johannesburg's mines, between 30-90 minutes' drive away.
The President of the MCSA for 1987, Paul Fatti, was the founder of the
Magaliesberg Nature Protection Association and has successfully prevented
mining and quarrying interests from carving up this unspoilt scenery. Access is
such a major issue between farmers, private land owners and other vested
interests that the MCSA has bought several kloofs to guarantee freedom to
climb. An amazing amount of hard climbing gets done here, with the famous
sunny South African weather beating down from clear skies on most days. In
Mhlabatini Kloof De Klerk flashed (on-sight leads, no falls) Dire Straits (24)
and Magic Moments (23) with two falls. Haffner then led it with four falls,
while Curson flashed it. Tall climbers have an apparent advantage on this one!
Kevin Smith finally climbed a steep wall with Forever Young (25) after many
falls, and Bradshaw made a second ascent with 11 falls. Bradshaw also opened
Rivers of Tears (27) through a huge roof after 33 falls, which no one could
follow. Tonquani Kloof saw Neil Margetts climbing a very steep contrived
route, Ivory Madonna (24), with 45 falls on attempts over seven weeks.
Although he led it finally without falls, all other attempts have used aid and the
grade is thought to be 26. This is the dilemma of grading that arises when given
by a much practised leader, as against an on-sight attempt. Edelstein and
Andrew Smith opened Agonising Hands (24) up an impressive wall. Later
Smith nearly killed Edelstein dislodging a huge ledge from the face nearby.

Blouberg. This is an awesome cliff, situated in the far north amongst tribes
living much as their ancestors did, and subject to intense waves of heat and very
limited water supplies. The N wall varies in height, up to over 300m of vertical
white rock, and has had more visits in the past two years than in the previous
20. Slatem, Curson and Kevin Smith did a 12-pitch, grade 21 route, Something
of Value, and were chased up it by Edelstein and Fatti's parties doing the
second and third ascents. Kevin Smith, Bradshaw and Curson made the first
free ascent (FFA) of Hey Jude (20), followed by Slatem and Haffner. De Klerk
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and Smith took three days to break through the steep wall between After Glow
and You Only Live Twice, yielding Wall of White Light (24, A3).

Kranzberg. A long brooding crag near the Thabazimbi mines, of hard rock,
characterized by its high mineral content. Cursed by an FM tower on top and
farmers' cows munching around the camp-site, and very few easy lines, Wages
of Fear, G3, had both aid pitches eliminated by Haffner, Curson, Slatem,
Schlotfeld and Leslie-Smith. The first three also did an FFA of Faction.
Fighting (22), which they thought harder than Wages.

Hanglip lies in the eastern forest area, and has unique strata almost mud
stone-like, or resembling shattered shale bands. The first frontal was done by
the legendary Dick Barry (who fell to his death on the Monk's Cowl opening
attempt) in the 1930s. The frontal super direct (G2) was climbed in four hours
by Curson and Slatem, freeing the aid pitch. Haffner and Curson freed the aid
moves on the first two pitches of Rocky Horror Show (G3). Darkness prevented
any further aid eliminations after pitch 5, and the climb remains true to Dave
Cheesmond's description: 'for suicidal maniacs only'. Chinery's route Black
Widow was freed by them also at G2. Curson was joined by George Mallory
(grandson of 'Everest' Mallory) to climb an unnamed hard line, littered with
slings and beacons next to Born Free. The crux roof was a desperate G2, but
looked even more alarming.

Conclusion
Every year the Last Great Problems tumble and we get dire predictions of
nothing left to climb. But even on the accessible crags the youngsters pull
surprises, and in the more remote areas there is unlimited scope for those who
can beat the heat and bush. Chalk has become an epidemic of unnecessary
proportions-fed by the magazines' dazzling photographs of white-handed
muscled bats hanging on to Yosemite roofs. We are promoting the idea of chalk
coloured specifically for each type of rock, but that will take time to get going.

Our grading system is an obvious mess of four countries' values, as is
apparent from this narrative. Who knows what hope of survival exists for an
Esperanto-equivalent grading system!

New Zealand 1985-86

Bill King
Plates 88-89

The summer season at Mt Cook was rather a mixed bag, with continuous nor
wester storms up until the end of January; as a result not many climbs of note
were completed. However, early February saw long spells offme weather, with
several good ascents being made by climbers who decided to take their
Christmas leave at a later date.

In late December Colin Monteath and Pete Cleary climbed Mt Sefton via the
E ridge. This ridge was first climbed in 1895 by E A Fitzgerald and Mattias
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